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.
sUMMARY

.,

A detallad method for determining the Jet-boundary
eorrection3 for reflection-p~ane mo3els in rectangular
wind tunnels 1s presented. .The mefhcht Incluflee the deter-
mination of the”.tucnel span load di~tribution and the
derivation of eq=atio:ls for the correctlone to the angle
of attack, the lift mad drag coefficlenta, and the
pitching-, rolling-, yawing-, and hinge-moment coeffi-
cients. The prlnclpal effects of aerodynamic Induction
and of the boundfiry-induced curvature of the etreamllnee
have bsen considered. An example In included to illustrate
the method. Numarical values of th@ more important correc-
.tlone for reflection-plane models In 7- by lo-foot closed
wln~ tunnele are preeented.

INTRODUCTION

. l’he influence of the jet boundarieii upon the air flow
at and behind two-dimensional-flow modele and complete
❑odels has been rather extensively investigated from theo-
retical consideration. The reaulte of eeveral of these
investigations fire given in referenceff 1 to 4. A few ex-
perimental cheqlce of the theory have been;successfully
made . !t’hetheoret~cal ❑ethods may be extended to determine
the lnfluorice of the jet bouridarles Upori the characteris-
tic~ of samlepan mo~ele mounted on rtiflection planes l-n
iectan~ular wind tunnels. : One of.the walls of a cloeed .
winil tunnel may eerve as the reflection plane,” aEI shown
in figure 1. The jet-boundary corrections are usually
larger and the changee In the span load flistribution are
somewhat greater for reflection-plane models than for
complete models, especially with regard to the character-
igtica of the lateral-control devicen. Greater care %0
therefore requzred In the computations anil more factors

. . . ..- -,-,, ...-..— —- -. . . .
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mqet be eeaoidqweil “fer“refle”etiea-plqae-aed. % co?reotiens
than for the usual eompletewmodel aor%eations*

.

The ?Tesent tnveetigetien was undertaken to develop
general methode OX calculating the various cor~ection~
and methods of determining the ohangee in the span lgad
distribution caused by the set boundaries. Numerical val=

uee of the more important corrections were calculated for
a series of repreeentatlve modele mounted in 7- by 10-
foot closed rectangular wind tunnele. The numerioal val-
ues are presented i? the fo~m ef graphs and emplri~al
equatlone in a oeparate #eat Ion of the rePort~ in Qrder
that the values may be obtained without xeferrlng to the
detailetl caloulatlon prGoedure, Tables of t~e ntmer~ca%
va~ues of the Jet-boundary-indused upwasb velocity for 7-
by 10.foot ale~ed wind tunnelta are inaluded and should he
used if it ta desired to con~ute the ao~rectlons for mod-
ele having unusual proportions, The aomplete c&lculation
procedure Ie illustrated in detail by an examPle...

The baeio method used to determine the jet-boundary
corrections im to determine the incramente of aerodynamic
foroee and moments acting on R model which te twieted by
the amount of the boundary.ipduoed upvash angle. Het)aodg
of aalculati.ng the boundary-induced. upwaeh angle along the
model span anp ohord and methods of calculating the vari- -
ous jet=boundary correqtione, accounting for the prinoi-
pal effects of aerodynamic Induction, are p~eeented In
eeparate seatione in the prs~ant report. .

The formulae apd corrections presented apply to tom-
plete models for which the spans are twice the spane ●f
the reflection~plane models. If a model of oply the outer
wing panel ie tested, t~e measured characteristics will be
for a model of the aspect ratio, taper ratl~, and lateral-
control-device span ratio actuel$y teetea. Additional
plan=form Corrections = that is, the usual aspect~ratlo
and taper.~atio oormegtions plus corrections for the ratio
of the lateral-aontrol~dev$co span to the wing epan, ref-
erence 5 w muet therefore bo made to determine fr.ee~atr
data for the actual airplane from the eorrectod data for
the model,

,

.
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SYMBOLS “
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OL

ACL

f)~L
S.c.

I

Cla/k

ACgr

J

a

Aa

ACD,

Acn:

..
circ~lation stren~th of vortex

. .
measured. lift coefficient

increment of llft coefficient

correction to lift coefficient “due to streamline
curvature

section lift coefficient /

eection normal-fo=ce coeffiolent

Qoction bingo-momont coefficient

incremout of lift at any eGct.lcJI

moaeurat! rolling-moment coefficient

corrected rolllng-mcment coefficient

Increment of rolling-moment-coefficient correc- “
t!on i’ue to Set boundaries other than reflec-
tion plane, based on a reflection-plane rolling-

2AC ~
Komont >ooificient of 1 + —— r

Cgc

rolling derivative due to dofloction of lateral-
coatrol device (reference 5)

half of inaroment of rolling-momont-coefficient
oorrectl~n due to reflection plane based on .
unit free-air rolling-moment coefficient

aerodynamic-induction factor used in determining
Ac *

augle of attack

correction to anglo of attack

lncroment of Induced drag at any section

correction to induced-drag coefficient

cerroction to induced-yawing-moment coefficient “

[
(Acni) + (Acni) + (ACni)3 + (ACni)4 + (ACni)6

1 a 1
. ..— .—- - — .
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(~cni)x increment of yawing-noment-coefficient correction
due to reflection plane

. SA%i)a increment of yawing-moment-coefficient correction
due to bcundary-i~duoed aileron upwa~h and wing
loading

(Acni)3 increment of yawing-m5ment-coefficient correction
due to boudary-induced wing upwash and tunnel
aileron loading

(Acni) incrnment of yawing-moment-coef~iclent correction
4 due to bounda~y-induced aileron upwash and flap

-loedi~g

(A~ni) increment o? yaving-monent-coefficient correction
6 due to bonudary-induced flap upwash and tunnel

a:leron loeding
..” ,.

acm
..

S.C*
correction to pitching-momeat coofficfent duo to

streamline curvature

@h ccrr~ctioa to hinge-moment coefficient

ACh correction to hiuge-moment coefficient at any
section

..

AHm increment of hinge-moment correction at any section

P air density

T free-etrean Telosity, parallel to X axi6

q dynamic proseure
()
*pv =

w induced vcrtlcal velocity, parallel to Z axis

x dietance parallel to X axis

E dietance ?ezallol to Z axia

r distance parallel to Y axi.~

T centroid of spanwise load

YI spanwise po6ition of trailing vortices

d effective height of wing above tunnel oenter line

,-.
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ba

bf

6

Sa

Sf

A

A

c

z

‘6

r

h

a

a.

al

Pmax

E’

6

-,.total wi-n.ge.pah (twice. span. of reflect lfin-plane
modol)

span of aileron on semi span model

span of flap on semispen model

total wing area (twice area of reflection-plane
model)

area of aileron on semi,spaa model

area of flap on semispan model “

anpect ratio
()

~a

T

taper ratio, iictitlous chard at tip divided ly
chord at roct

chord at any section

moan chord

ohord t.t plane of symmetry

radiuo of curvature of streamlines

tunnel height

tunn~l breadth

slopo per radian of 6ection lift aurvo

f310po per radian of lift curve of finite-span
wing

maximum ordinate of #et-boundary-induced ellipti-
cal load

hlngo-momeut correction factor for jet-boundary-
l~ducod elliptical load

. . .-. .
Subecripte:

w wing

f flap

a aileron
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b

Qv

t

t~tal

c

r

pp.

S-P=

cm

e

B.C.

1.1.

Y1

ovoshang balance

averago

tunnel

total

corrected

rof13ction

primcipal part

supplementary part

fcr pitchin~ momonts

Offoctivo

streanlina curvature “

lifting line

6panwiso location of trailing vortex

Tho axes used are defined in fi~ure 1. All loading
and boundary-induced upwaah-velocity parameters with
primes aro based on lift or rolling-~~ment coefficients
not equal to unity.

BOUEDARY-INDUCED

Theory

Qonerel mroblcm.- T’he general problem to be eolved in
dotormining the jet-bouadery corroctioas fcr a complete
mcdcl in a wind tunnel is the determination of tho total
upwash velocity Induced by the jet boundaries. The special
problem for a Eemi~pan model mounted as a refl.eotion-plane
model tc 6imulate a symmetrically loadsd complete model is
the determination of the tctal boandary-induced upwash ve-
locity minus the Induced upvash velocity due to the refleo-
ti~n of the somispan model. The problem of determining
the boundary-induced. upwash velocity due to unsymmetrical
loading devices, such as lateral-oontrol devices on refleo-
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.tio.n-plane ,nodele.,.. +“s-one-of det’ermlnkh-g ;o-t’otil”ythe-toL
“t~l”hounda-ry-induoemd upwash velooiiy, as for complete mod-
eld, butm also an additional correotlon due.to the non-
oxiatence of the reflection wlag.. .

.,.
Eke of !.mEi&JL.-!Phe kncwn houn~ar~ c.ondltiins to be

.ea%isfi-ed are zero “normal velocity for cloeed wind tun-..
neIs and ccfistant pressure for open wind tunnels. Tho .
,>oundary conditions for a aloaod rectangular tunnel may .be
.sat~sfied. by a doutly.1.nflni.te syetem of..lmages (refer-
ence 1).. B’$glaro1 ~h~we the th=ee..dimenslonal image”ar- .
rangomeni tha~..sr.tisfies the” %ocndary conditions for a
6emispan model mdunted in,n c16sed. rectangular wind tunnel. .
Ths model is mou~ted on tho X-Z piano - or lof’t.wall, look-
lng downstream - s~d lccatod In the X-Y plane. The reflec-
tion ving 1s shown ‘-n FhantGm and lieG along the negative
Y axic. It may he noted that this imago arrangement is
the eume aq th~t for n complete mcdei of the 6a.mo seml-
epan in a tunnel of the came hei~ht and twice tho width.
!T!heimages of the wing are roprosentod in this figure as
el.rnplo.har~eehoo ~orticos of ssmlspna yl .II

Any actual

span 108L di.~tributi.on may be constructed to any desired
d.egret of arcu?,a”cT from a combination of several horeoehoe
vorticoe. Zho thre~-di~ensl.cnai image arrangement i.e nec-
e.e”saryonly when it ts dasired to computs the bound.ary-
induced upwash veloclty behind the lifting iine, the
streamline curvature, or the boundary-induced upwaeh ve-
locity for models with excessivg sweepbaok.

The boundary-induced upwash”veloc~ty at the lifting
line may be dotermiaed from a two-dimensional image ar-
rangement satiqf~ing the boundary condltione at infinity
ae shown by Pra.~dtl. Figure 2 chows the two-dimensional
.i.mage arrangement satisfying the bcundary conditions for a
single oounterclockwlse tratling vortex and its reflection
(clockwiso) located at a dietance d above the tunnel
cenber liae and at tilstances equal to r~ and -71 from
tbe reflection wall. The sin~le trailing vortex and its
reflection represent the trailing vortices of a simple
Iioreeshoe vortex with senispan equal to yz ,11. .. ....,., . ,.

Calculati.cn Methods “ “ “

Pr e~in~~~~~”ti~. - The calculations of gen-
eral curyee of boundary-induped upwash velocity “for vari-
ous image arrangements (figs. 1 and 2) of simple horseshoe
or trailing vortices will consldera’bly simplify the labor
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Involved”in determining the boundary-induced upwash velo~-
ity for any given model. The boundary-lnduned upwaeh
velocity behind the lifting line for two values of vortex
semiepan (image arrangements of fig. 1) was calculated by
the methode described in reference 2, The results of the
calculations are presented in figure 3 and table I. These
calculations ayply either to a reflection-plane model in a
7- by 10-foot oloeed wind tunnel or to a complete (symmet-
rically loaded) model In a 7- by 20-foot closed wind tunnel.

The boundary-induced upwash velocities at the lifting
l~ne were obtained by computing the oombtned effect of
enough of the inages, corresponding to tho arrangement of
figure 2, to give values accurate to the fourth decimal
place. The results are given In figure 4 and table II.
Theso values apply to complete models mounted in 7. by
20-foot clcsed wind tunnels, as wall ‘aO tc reflection-plane
models mounted An 7. by 10-foot closed wind tunnels.

The method used to determine the boundary-induced up- “
wash velocity at the lifting line for any given image ar-
rangement 16 to break up that image a~rangement Into cer-
tain groups, usually vertical rows of images, for whloh-
simple summation formulas are available. The sum of the ,
effects of”each of those groups mar then be determined.
The summation formulas for vertical rows of vortices ex-
tending from the Y-Z plane to infinity in one direotion
were developed in roforences 3 and 4.

@wash vel@cltiJfor nonunflform Fpan loadl~. - Upwash velocity——
for any nonuniform span loadlng may be approximated to any desired

.—

degree of accuracy by breakhg duwn the actual loading into several
eteps over each of whirh the loading is assumed uniform. The boundary-
induced upwash velocity may then ha determined as the &%m
of all the components of upwash veloclty due to all the
stepwise increments. Numerical values for the upwash ve-
locity ma~ be taken directly from the tables rather than
from the figures, provided that increments are taken at
+-foot values of yl . If the tunnel walls appreciably al-
ter the span load distribution, as they usually do for a
model with a lateral-control device having a relatively
large span, the actual tunnel span lead distribution
should be used instead of the theoretical free-air epan
load distribution. lloth~ds of approximating the tunnel
epan load distribution will be presented later in this re-
pcrt. A three- or four-step approximation to the tunnel
span-load curve is usually neoessary for asymmetrical load
conditions. Calculations indicate that very large errors .

..
.

.-.. .
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‘Are intro duobd I@”uelhg “Alngle Ufilform loadings for the
asymmetrical conditions. For “szmzuetrical load conditions,

however, a 5inglc-st9p approxlmattoti 3s usually satisfacto-
ry i.f the span over l~hl,~hthe uniform load Is assumed to ‘
aot (called effoctlve span) is proporly ch~sen..

“The span-l”oad pdnameter that will be used in the corn- .
putations i~ oczA/bCL, which is equivalent to 2rA/bVcL

(and to La as-used in referenoe 6)”. The upwash angle In

radians for unit lift coefficient Is w/VOL for small an-
gles. The formula for determining the 100al upwash angle
is the~

Q
w

where
F

is obtained frcm figure 4 or table II and

A(cozA/bCL!yl is proportional to an increment %f load ex-

tending frGm tho reflection plane to Yz. In ether words,

‘(ocgA/bCL)yl is Proportional to the strength of the trall-

Ing vortex assume? to leave the wing at FL.

Boundary-inducsd upwa~h angles are given In flgur”e 5
for unit lift coefficient for a 7-foot seaispan model of
aspect ratlG 6 and taper ratio 0.5 and for a unit flap
lift coefficient for two ratios of flap span to wing span
(called flap-span ratio) . The actual span loading is rep-
resented by a seven-step approximation. It may be aeon
from figure 5 that, if the proper value of the effeotive
semlspan is used; the upwaGh angle may he determined satle-
faotorily by the use of a simple uniform load. The offeo-
tive span is, of course, dependent upon the particular
model-tunnel configuration. Computations for several rep-
resentative rofleotion-plane models in 7- by 10-foot closed
wind tunnels indioate that good accuracy in the determina-
tion of the boundary-induced upwash angle is obtained with
the fGllowing re.tlos of effecttve span to actual span,
be/b or bfe/~s provided the model semlspan Is between 6

and 8 feet (ths usual values):
,

.-
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Wing:
Rectangular . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Taper ratio, n30ut 0.5. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Taper ratio, about 0.25 . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Partial-spcn fl~p:
bf/bgreatar than O.6. . . . . . . . . . . . .

t)f/b loss than 0.5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

0.93
0.88
0.83

1.00

1.30

The span-i sad parameter that will be used in tho com-
putations for the asymmetrical loading condition is
cctA/bC1 (CZ 21’A/bY~l). The upwash ~ngle, however, is
most conveniently expreosod in terms of a parameter that
represents the reflection-piano loading for a rolling-
momsnt coefficlont greater than unity, as follows:

Tho primes indicate that tho expressions arc not true
parameters, becauee the values are not for unit rolling-
momont coofficl.~ni but for a rolling-mom~nt coefficient

COi3R.ECTIOITS

Goncral

The jet-boundary corrections may le di~ided into two
groups. The first grcup consists of all corrections to be
applied to a symmetrically loadod model; that is, all
forcos, moments, and air-flew conditions acting on the
reflectlo”n-plane niodel aro reflected identically with re-
~pect to reflection plane and thus the measured model
characteristics hre f?r a Gymnetrical modal. The measured
lift, drag, and pitching mcment of the model are thue ex-
actly one-half tkose for a complete model mounted in a
wind tunaal of the same height and tw!ce the breadth as
the origlnd tunnel, and the bounda~y-in”duced upwash ve-
locity ie the same ae for the cs~plote model in tha larger
tunnel . The sooond grou? of corrections. ara for the asym-
metrically loaded condition, such as the loading due to
tho fieflection of a lateral-control devioo. The loading
due to the lateral-contrcl device is reflected Into the
raflecticn plane just ae It wae for tka symmetrical case;

.—
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but the reflection is undesirable in this case and must be
ccrreot~d fur, as it woul,d not be present on a complete
model. AIso, the abeence of th9 other wing (the refleo-
tlon wing) causes the measured rolling aud yawing moments
to be too large, beoause the load due to aerodynamlo ln-
duotlon existing on the other wing of a complete model
will be absent frcm the measured values of a reflection-
plane model.

The corrections will be deter-mined with ths proper
sign in order that they may be added to the measurea val-
ues for a closed-throat wind tunnel.

Symmetrical Loading Conditions

~n~o~d flistribution,. T!ho correction to the span
load dlstrihution need net be determined unleee stalling
tests or actual span-load-distribution tests are made.
Calculation~ f.Gr a few reflection-plane”models of usual
size In 7- by 10-foot close~ wind tunnels Indicate that
the wing span load distribution is altered by the tunnel
walls by an amount equivalent to a change in taper ratio
of about 0.05; That is, If the geometrical taper ratle
of the model Is 0.50, the wing span load di~tribution In
the tunnel corresponds to a wing having a taper ratio of
about 0.45. The changes In flap eFan loading are some-
what greater than the changes in wing span loading. The
u~ual effect sf the tunnel walls on the flap span lciading
is to lncrea6e the relative leading over the unflapped “
portion of the wing and to reduoe the relative loading
over the flapped portion of the wing. It should be remem-
bered, however, that the type of change In span load dis-
tribution cause~ by the jet boundaries is entirely depend-
ent upo~ the model-tunnel configuration and that other
model-tunnel arrangement might produce effeotp opposite
to those just Indicated for a reflection-plane model in a
7- by 10-foot closed wind tunnel.

Yhe span load dletributicn of the wing In free air
must be determined to evaluate the change in loading due
to the tunnel walls. The free-air span loading for sym-
metrloal l~ad conditions may easily be obtained from the
tables of references 6 and 7 for several diffarent wlng-
flap combinations. For other flap arrangement or any in-
itial wing twist, the influence lines of reference 5 may
be used tc eetimate the shape of the load curves. The ac-
tual load curve may be determined from th9 condition that

— — --



the area under the ourve of CO~A/bCL plotted against

is equal to unity or, if plotted against y,
*

is nu-

merically equal to b/2: .that 10, the average ordinate ie
equal to unity.

The i.ncreme~t of boundary-induced load corresponding
to a tunnel lift coeffloient of unity Is obtained by as-
suming that the wing Is twisted an amount equal to the
boundary-induoed upwash angle w/vc~ . The boundary-induoed
load is calculated from the influence lines of reference 5.
The influence lines give the load at a particular spanwise
etation for unit changes in angle of attack extending
various dlstancee inward from the wing tip. Values of
ceA/b for the wings of referenoe 5 are given In figure 6

In order that the load parameter cc~~caa used in r~ference

5 may be converted to ccIA/ba.

The .increme~t Gf boundary-induoed load determined In
this fashion mar te added to the free-air span-load curve
to obtain a first approximation to the tunnel-load curve

~ + ACLcorresponding to a tunnel lift coefficient of
~’

where ACL/CL is equal to the average ordinate of this

inorement of boundary-induced l~ad. Because the tunnel
ACL

lift coefficient 1 + —
CL is greater than unity, a second

. approximation to the in&ement of boundary-induce~ load

ACL
ba~ed on a lif% coefficient of 1 + —

CL and the new load

distribution must be determined and then a third approxi-
mation must be made, and eo forth. In order to avoid the
neceseity for using successive approximations in this
fashion, it may be assumed that the values of w/VCL ueed
for the first approximation need only be multiplied by

“ constants determined from the increase In lift coefficient
for eaoh of tho remaining approximations; that is, it may
be assumed that the change in the shape of the epan-load
curve would not change the shape of the w/vcL curves.
It was shown that the values of the w/VcL curve may be

. computed with satisfactory accuracy when a uniform loading
over an effective span ie assumed and, inaemuoh as the shape
of the tunnel-load curve does not ohange appreolably, this
astiunption of unchanged W/VCL curves iEI reasonable. The
Increment of boundary-induced load corresponding to the
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~th

7
a proximation based on a free-air unit lift coeffi-

cient if the shape of the w/VCL curve is unohanged) “

1s simply equal tc the values

times 1
ACL “

-In order to

l-—
CL

for the first app,r~xlmatlon

obthin the loading in the tun~

. . ACT

#
nel corresponding to a lift coofflcient of 1 + ACL

1 .—
CL

add to the free-air load this nt h approximation. Divide
ACL
7;

all theso values by 1 + AuL to obtain ”the tunnel-load
1

-~

curve for unit lift coefficient.

Thie method cf estimating the tunnel epan load distri-
bution takoe into account the main offecte of aerodynamic
inductlc%. Tho method is not exact becauso the jet-boundary-
iaducod upvash augie v/VCL is calculated approximately.
If desired, the upwagh anglo corresponding to the tunnel-
load curvo previ.ou~ly determined can be obtained with great “
accuracy by using many steps in the stepwloo distribution
to represent tho tunnel-load curve. The calculatlone can
then be repeated with the new values of boundary-induced
upwash angle. The procoss could be repeated until tho ex-
act tunnel loading, insofar as lifting-line theory applies,
Is obtainod. It seems, however, that the proceati is 80
rapidly convergent that the span loading calculated from
the approximate upwash anglee ie usually satisfactory..

As a check on the convergence, the tunnel span load
distribution for a large-span elliptical wing in a cirou-
lar wind tunnel wae oomputed by the method previously de-
scribed and the result was compared In figure 7 with the
more exact oalculatlon of the tunnel span load distribu-
ting made by Millikan (reference 8). It may be noted from
figure 7 that the effect of the tunnel walls is opposite
in this case to the effect already described for models of
usual Oize in 7- by 20-foot closed wind tunnels or refleo-
tion-plane models in 7- by 10-foot closed wind tunnels. - ..
Influenoe lines, similar to those given in referenae 5,
were determined for an elliptical wing for use in calculat-
ing the boundary-induced load inorement. .-

— —. — —— —— —-— --
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A comparison of the final tunnel-load curve with the
original (free-air) load curve indicates the change in
span ioading caused by the tunnel walls. The inorement of
load due to etreamllne ourvature may also be added to the
original load curve. Because the original curve was ob-
tained, however, from the lifting-line theory rather than
from the llfting-surface theory, such an additional step
would seem an undue refinement.

&gdwiEIe loed d$stribution.- The ohordwise load and

the chordwise load distribution at each section are al-
tered by the jet boundaries. The main portion of this
change in load is corrected for by the usual induced
angle-of-attack correot!on for the upwash angle at the
l~fting iine. The curvature of the streamlines caused by
the jet boundaries effeotlvely changes the airfoil camber,
which resuits in a further change in the ohordwise load “
(and the chordwise load distribution) . The corrections
due to the change in effective camber may be applied part- “
Ly au an increase? angle-of-attack correction and partly
as a“correction to the lift, the pitching moment, and the
hinge moment.

..

The general cheracterlstios of the increment of load
due to boundary-induced streamline curvature may be esti-
mated from thin-airfoil theory. The ~hapo of the boundary-
induced etroamllnes ia, to a first approximation, circu-
lar booause the hoandary-induced upwash angle varies al-
most llnearly along the Chord unless very wide-chord mod-
els are ueod (fig. 3).

The chordwlse load for an airfo~l with circular cam-”
ber nay be broken into two components. One component
corrospoade to a loading of the flat-plate type, whioh .
Is similar to the loading due to an angle-of-attack change
(also called additional-t~e loading) . The magnitude of
the load Is determined from the product of the slcpe of
the lift curve and the boundary-induced Increase in the
angle of inclination of the tangent at the 0.50c point
because, for circular camber~ the curve at this point ie
parallel to the chord line connecting the ends of the
mean line. Iaasmuoh as this componsnt of load is similar
to the load resulting from a simple angle-of-attack change,
%t may be applied as e.n additional angle-of-attack correa-
tton. The othor component of load is elllptloally shaped
and Its magnitude Is determined by the product of $he
slope of the lift cu~ve and the angular difference between
the zero-lift llne and the “ohord line or the 0.500-point

\
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for an airfoil--with olr-
angle of inclination
The lift, the pltching-

moment, and the hinge-moment oorreetions are a result of
this elliptical oomponent of load.

The location of the lifting line for a plain ”airfoil ~ :
may be aesumed to be at the 0.250 point and the boundary-
induoed upwash angle 1.s computed bV assuming that the to-
tal llft is concentrated at the li.ftlng line. The loGa-
tion Gf the llfting line for a flapped wing will lie some-
where behind the 0.250 point, depending upon the flap
charaoteristlas, Ths looation of the lifting line deter-
mines the magnitude and direotion of the flat-plate type
of load. The IJWO components (flat.plate-load and ellip-
tical load) are equal and positive if the lifting line is
located at the 0.25c point. Each component may be ex-
pressed an

aou a (*)
Aol = 0.25 ~ z 0.25 ao~OL ax

where r is the radius of curvature of the streamllpes.
If the llfttng line is at the ~.50c point, the flat-Plate .
component of load Is zero. The-elliptical component is

d

positive and equal to 0.25 aoc r, because it ie independ-
ent of the location of the li ing line. If an extenel-
ble flap is used, the magnitude and the distribution of
the chordwlse load must be ~alculated as though the ohord
of the airfoil were inoreased. Becauee the results of
the tests are usually based on the ortginal ohord, the
final correction must also be reduoed to a coefficient
based on the original chord.

No correction will be applied directly to the oherd-
wise load d~stributlon but the angle of attack; the lift,
the pitohl.ng moment, and the hinge moment will be oorreoted ‘
~to account for the altered load distribution.

A~.- The main portion of the angle-et.
attaok oorreotion Is due to the ~et-boundary.lnduoed up.
wash angle at the lifting llne. The problem of finding
the angle-of-attaok oorreotlon is, ba~lcally, the determi-
nation of the angle of attack that. the model would require
In free air to have the same lift as In the wind tunnel.
The correction angle is, then, the difference between the
free-air angle of attack and the tunnel angle of attaok.
If the tunnel span load dletrlbut$oa is determined, the

I -- .——
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angle-of-attack oorreotlon due to the boundary-induced up-
waBh at the llfting line is given as

ACL 57.3 CL——
‘a = CL al

(3)

#

where ACL/CL is the increment of boundary-induced load
for a“ tunnel lift coefficient of unity as determined for
the span-load calculations.

-m “If the” tunnel span load distribution is not deter-.
mihed; the angle-of-attack oorreotion may be calculated
by-an alternate methorl that gives values almost ide”nti-
CEI1 wl~h those of the method just described. Bor t~e.al-
ternato method the bonndary-induced upwash angle 3.s .
woightod accordiog to the wing chord at eaoh ~ection and
is then averaged across the span. The formula is

. . .

b;2
57.3CL r w

Aa = —–
s/2

‘cdy
vcL

‘o .

. .

(“41...
.-

. . . .

The increment of additional ”load caused by stream- ‘“.
line curvature is deponi!ent upon the roletive dieta~ce
bqtwoen the lifting line and the 0.50c point as Indicated
in the section on chordwiso load distribution, In the .
case of the wing, tho lifting llne may be assumed tQ be

located at the 0.25c point; thus 0.50 - ‘2.1. = 0.25.

Because the lifting line due to.deflection.%f a partial-
sp”an flap 1s usually located very near tho 0.50c point,
it- generally is not nocesaary to apply a correction %.0
the angle of att.aok for this case. The gen”dral oquat”ion “
for tho corrootion to the angle of attack ia

. b/2 ~ W
57.3CT

‘a a
)1

(+~. a- = “ (5)
ba.s.cm =++” ‘i.50 - ; .’. ..:. ‘. ~= ~c dy.. . . ( .. ~Qn.. .

.. .
. . . . .
..

“..
(I)“%-2A

where the quan%tt$ _ — “ik”e~uivalent toax b

— - .—--
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z[+q‘ (=1,
Y=

[+)]
#l

a~
Valugg of ax may be obthined froiu .tablo S for

Y~

?1 = 3 ft30t and for yl = 6 feet. The oorreoti.on angle “

determined by equation (5) should be added to the lifting- ‘
line correction angle as oomputod from equation (3) or
from equ~.ticn (4).

3!LfL.-Tho measured lift in a closed wind tunnel Is
greater than it would be in froo air even though the corn- - .
plote fingle-of-attcck corrocti.cn is applied. The increase
in lift Is due to tho elliptically shaped increment of
chordwlse lc~d caused by ctreamliue curviaturo. This ellip-
tic~liy sh8Fed increment IS applied as a correction to the
lift ~ather than as n correction to the angle of attack in
order to ccrrect the maximum lift coefficient. This in-
crement i? d.etermlned from the Elo2e @f the lift ourve and
the dlfforerice in jet-boundary-i~daced upvash angle at the
0.50c point and at the 0.75c point. The integral

correction may aloo be used for the lift correcti~n

alcL b/2 a (~) 2A

ACL r ~Cady (6)
8.C. ‘-4b ax

‘o

where al 18 used inetead of a. to account approximately

for aerodynamic Induction.

If the lifting l~ne can be assumed to be looated at
the 0.25u point, as in the ease of the wing, equation (6)
may be written fer the wing lift correction as

(7)
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A small correction to the lateral center of preesure,
which is determined from the rolllng moment, may be ob-
tained by performing a mouent integratlop of the stream-
line curvature load, as

It should be noted that this increment Is based on the
complete span b rather tkan on the model span b/a.

Pitching m~ment .- The pitching-mcment coefficient must

be corrected for t3e elliptical component of the boundary-
induced load. The correction in

-

where tha factor
[- (
_5Ll-
4XC

~i’) + ~
1

accounts approxi-
m

mately for the effects of aerody~amic induction and reduces
to unity if the momants are taken about a line through
zw/4 , The distance ‘cm is maaeured between the lino

about which the. moments are computed and the midchord at
the spanwise centroid of the elliptical load ~soco where

Ys,ce = -

r
b/2

()2A~7&
cady

J 7 ax
o

(9)

Downwaeh behind wing !Che:dorrection to the downwash

behind a reflection-plane”;oda~. is determined from the
boundary-induced upwash ourvas previously ~dmputed. The
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general” methods of ‘re-ferbnce ‘2 ‘shoul-dbe used to’ dwtermine
the downwash-angle oorreotion.

zra~.- Tho induced-drag correction is determlaed from
the generalized Kutta-Joukowekl law. The boundary-induced
upwash angle and the tunnel span loading are used in the
computation of the Induced-drag aorrectlon. The upwash an-
gle at each section muet be multiplied by the loading at
that section and the result integrated mechanically. In
order to eptaDlish the method and to determine the propox-
tionallty conetante, the Integration formula will be de-
veloped.

l!he incromeat of induced drag at any seotlon due to
the tunnel walls Is

ADi8 = p~rd$ (lo)..

and the increment of induced-drag coefficient for the wing
10

b/2

%)2
~

-f
=~- ?i-17dy

o

(11)

where the product wX’ iEI the sum of all component producte
of wing and flap upwash velocity and circulation

A correction to the lateral center of pressure of tho lnduaed-
drag force may be obtained by integrating the increment of
drag given In equation (10) for the yawing-moment. coefficient

Acni 2

J“-GO
Wry dY

we moment 0.- The measured hinge moments

. . (13)”

of the.

.- .—— ——. —. .—— _— -——.— —
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htgh-lift device and lateral-control devioe should be. oor-
rected for the component of elliptical load caused by the
curvature of the streamlines. The hinge-moment correction
is determined from an integration of the moment about the
hinge axie of this load on the high-lift deTioe or on the
control surfaoe. !I!heintegration must be performed over
the entire surface - both chor~lwlse and spanwise - because,
In general, the correction varies along the span. The
chordwise lntog~ati.on can be performed analytically hecautib
the ~bape of the load is known to be nearly elliptical.
The increment of load at any section is determined from
the expression for the area of an ellipse as

where pmax is the maximum ordinate of the elliptical

load. The increment of load is also equivalent to

(14)

(15)

The increment of hinge moment AHg at any seotion

is obt~lned by a moment integrati~n about the hinge axis
of the part of the elliptical load over the movable sur-
face, as

. 1where Pma= 1 -
)(*e

3s the ord~nate of the elliptloal

load. The value of Pmax Is obtalne~ by solving equatione

(14) and (15) and Is substituted In equation (16) to give..

where the integral

( x.
—+
0/2, ‘*-l)d (*)
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will be known as the hinge-~o~o.tit c~r”~-~atiofifa~~or for
elllptioal load F and the integration is oarried aoroas .
the flap ana actoee aqy overhang”t~e of balance. The re-

sults of the integration are y~esented in figure 8 as a
functioa of the ratio of the flap ohor~ to the alrfofl.
chord cf/c or bf the aileron chord to the ‘airfoil chord .

ea./esand Of the overhang balanae chord rat.los cb/cf

and cb/ca. The corrections to the flap hinge-moment coef-

whero the spau~*lse integration across the flaP must be Per-
formed mechanically. The corroctlon to the aileron hinge-
moment coefficient may be determined by performing the in-
teg%a+ion oven the limits of the aileron span rather than
of the flap spana as indicated in equatien (17), and by
using Sa and Ca . It shculd h~ noted that F 18 a func-

tion of only cf/c (or c~/c) as~ c~/c$ (or cb/ca) and
will therefore have the same value at all sections of
conat~.nt-?ercentaga-chord flaps tir ailerons. The effect
of aerodynarcic Induction on the klnge-moment correotlon
due to streamline currature is snail and will be neglected.

Asymmetrical Loading Conditions

&man load distributlon.- The jeti boundaries have a
pronounced effect upon the span load dietr!buticn of asym-
metrical load devices on reflection-plane models. In or-
&er to determine the rolling- and yawing-moment cor.reo-
tions, part of the conputatione to determine the tunnel
6pan load distribution must be made. The actual dlstrlbu-
tlon may be obtained by” a small amount of additional work
and a more aoourate estimate of the rolling-, yawing-,
and hinge-moment corrections is thea possible.

The tvnnel span load tiistributldh is determined by
adding to the free-air load the increment of load due to
the reflection plane .and the in~rement of load due to the
other jet boundaries and by then reducing this total load
to that for a rolling-mom6nb coeffloiqnt of uni~. The
Influenoe lines of reference 5 may be used tc estimate the
free-air load and the reflection-plane load increment. It
should be noted that” the reflection-plane load increment
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is simply the load induced on the rdfleotion wing for an
asymmetrical load on the real wings that ls~ the load
curve for a refleotl.on-plane model in free air (no Jet
boundaries except the reflection plane) is obtained by o
adding the free-air load at -y to that at y.

The load parameter oog/o~a of reference 5 should

be changed to ccgA/bCgc for convenient use in tho compu-

tation of jet-boundary corrections. The convereiGn may be

made as

cc# Iccl caA Czc
—— —

iii~=caa b/ a
(18)

where values of cBA/b are given in fi.guro 6 for the wings

of reference 5 and values of %c/~ may be determined from

figure 16 of rxd’erence 5 - that is, Cgc/a = 0.5 Cg8/k. The

conversion may be made graphically from the condition that
the moment of the area under the curve of cczA/bGlc

against
Y IF equal to 4.0 or, if plotted ag~.inst y,

is numericr.lly equal to 4.0( b/2)a or ha.

The increment of load due to tho set boundaries (other
then the reflection plane) is obtained from the influence
lines of reference 5 by the same general methods used ii
determining the Increment of boundary-induced load for the
symmetrical loading condition; that is, the wing is assumed
to be twisted by the amount of the boundary-induced up-
wash angle and the corresponding increment of load is ob- “
tainod from tho influence lines.

The boundary-induced upwash angle should, strictly
speaking, 3s determined by a process of successive ap-
proximations because it also depends upon the shape of the
tunnel span load curve. It is ueually satisfactory, how-
ever, to reproeent the reflection-plane loading by a
three- or four-step approximation, and to calculate the
corresponding boundary-induced upwash angle by the methods
suggested in the section on boundary-induced upwash veloc-
ity. The increment of load calculated from this boundary-
Induced upwash angle will correspond to a rolling-moment

2AClr
coefficient of 1 + —-

Clc ‘ which is the reflection-plane .
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rolling-m sment coeffloient for wnlt free-air rolltng-
moment coeffioi~nt . (The use of these factors wlil be
made clearer in the eectfon on rolling-moment correcitione
and in the illustrative example.) The increment of load
must therefore be increaeed to correspond to the rolling-
moment coefficient occurring in the tunnel for unit freo-
air rolling-moment coefficient (Clo = 1,0). It will be

shown later in the section on rolli.ng-memGnt correotlons
that the tunnel rolling-moment ooeffloient for unit free-
air rolling-moment ccofflcient is equal to

where l!c~ io the m.]ment cf the increment of bcundnry-
Induccd lead cc~rosFordinc to tho reflec:icn-piano load.
Thts Inoromeat must tberefor~ be multiplied by

1

before It i.e added to tho reflecti.on-plan~ loa~. !l!hotua.
nel span load distribution for unit tunnel rolling-monient
coefflcio?t is obtained by so reducing the ordina~es of
this curve that tho mo~ent Is equal to 4.0 (b/2)
(the samo thing) by multiplying by the rolli.ng-momen~~
coefficient correotlon

Ac~
1-

2AOzr
l+—

%c

2Aclr
l+—

cl=

—. .—
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The tunnel span load distribut~on, qs well as the rolling-
moment-coefficient correction, has thue been determined.
The explanation of the determination of the rolling-
moment correction will be given in the fiext section in
some detail to explain further the method of determining
the tunnel loading and to present alternate methods of de-
termining the rclling-moment correction that do not re-
quire tho detorminat~on of ths tunnel loading.

~ollin~ m2mont.- The correction to the rolling moment
will be determined in two parts. !Cho first part of the
correction is caused by the absence of the reflection wing
and the load increment due tb the reflection plana. This
part of the correction depends not upon the model-tunnel
conf~guration but only upon.tho characteristics of the
modoi iksolf; consequently, it was possible to calculate
the correction Incromont for several wing-aileron combi-
nations from the datn of reference 5. Tho aileron span
load distributions wore mechanically inte~rated to doter-
mino the noment of the load on the absent wing “lr/clc.
in terms of the free.-air moment of tho total load. Not
only IecauPe the reflection wing is nonexistent but also “
because an equal load is induced on the rocl wing by the
reflocticn ImaCe: twice this absent-wing momont must be
appl!od as a correction. The correction Is presented in

2Ao 1
figure 9 in an easily used form, 1 +

c 1P
as a function

#
of the aileron span ratio - that is, ratio of aileron span -
to wing somispan - for ailerons extondlng inward from the
wing tips.

The second part of the rolllng-moment correction ACZ
results from tho momant about tho plane of symin~try of
the boundary-induced load. The method of calculating tho “
boundary-induced load has already been explained in con-
nection with the do%ormination of the tunnel span load
distribution. If the tunnel span loading is not deter-
mined, this second incromont may be calculated from simple -
strip theory - neglecting aerodynamic induction, that 1s,
the effects of the velocities induc~d by the trailing-vortex
system - and multiplied by a factor A/(A + J) to account
approximately for the effects of aerodynamic induatlon.

The value of J depends upon the distribution of
boundary-induced upwash angle and the model taper ratio
but Is practically Independent of aspect ratio and only
slightly dependent upon the slope of the section lift
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curve ● Figure 10 giwes. some valuss of J as a function
of taper ratio for three distributions of boundary-induced
upwash angle. ‘Ihe ocrreflpondiu~ upwash-angle distribution
is also given an figure 10 and corresponds to various
ailerofi-span ratios for reflection-plane models In 7- by
10-foot closed wind tunnels.,

The formula for determining the Heoond inorement of
the correction is

I)/a.
Aaao 1[ 1

I

im~ =
w

OY dy (19)
bs(4+J) o V(czc + 2ACzr)

[ 1

1
w

where
V(czc

is the boundary-induced upwaah
+ 2AClr)

angle aorreeponding to the free-air load plus the reflection-
plane load increment. The quantity AO Z therefore corre-
sponds to this reflection-plane load and must be divided by

2AC ZP
l+-

Cz
in order to be based on unit tunnel rolling-

C
moment coefficient.

The final ccrrected rolling-moment coefficient Cao
is

or

Acz
Czc = Cz - 2Aczr -

2AG gr C2

1 + Czc

(20)

2AC~r
where 1 + — is obtained from figure 9 and Ac~

Olo
may

—.—
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be obtained either from equation (19) or as follows:

.

.

b/2

f[

1.
1 UagA

iicz = y A
J

y ay
b. h(Czc + 2Ao# .

. . ,

[

.

1
r

where A cclA/b(Ozc + 2AGzr) is the increment

boundary-induced lead obtained from the $4FUL-10d

tion~ for the reflection-plane load C}c + 2AOzr.
. .

(21)

of
I

oalcula-

9!he effect of streamline curvature was not included
In eouation (20) bocamse calculations for several models
showed that the effect was small enough to be neglected.

Tho rolling-moment coefficients as computed fr~m
equs.tion” (20) are of the correct magnitude but apply to a
wing angle of attaok slightly differ6nt from the goomet-

. ri.c angle of attack corrected for the symmetrical-load
boundary-induced upwash angle delierml.ned for zero rolling
mzment. The effective change in wiag angle of attack re-
sults fron the aileron boundary-induced upwash angle and
the re-flscticn-plane induced angle. !Che fact that the
correcte~ rolliag-mo~enb coefficients really apply to a
slightly different wing angle of attack ie of importance
only near the stall or for aileron arrangements particular-
ly sensitive to angle-of-attack changee and is usually
neglected. !l!heangle ~ange iS usually small, less than~”.

Induced wawin~ moment .- The correction to the induced

yaving moment results from the interaction of the several
components cf boundary-induced upwash velocity and the sev-
eral components of load as well as from the reflection im- .
age and the absence of.the reflection wing. The calcula-.
tlon procedure will be to determine separately each compo-
nent of the correction and then to sum up the various com-

. ponents as follows: .

Acnl =(AOni) +(Acni) + (Acni)= + (Acni~ + (AOni~ (22)
1 a

where the various components are defined in thh symbols.

Values of the correction due to the reflection plane

(~%i), were calculated from the influence lines of ref-
.

.
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6renco 5 for a series of aileron-span ratios for the plane -
wing and for flap-span ratios of 0.4 end 0.7. This part
of the yawing-moment correction is due solely to the re-
flection plane and does not depend upon the tunnel-model
dimen610ns. The effect of flap span provod to be negllgi-
I?le; so the values of the correction as presented in fig-

(A%i)z/OlcCLure 11 in the form of curves of again8t

alloron-span ratio for ailerons extending inward from the
tips are therefore for values of tho lift coeffloient
equal to the measured lift coefficloat. The other compo-
nents are determined from equation (13) where the produot
w$’ is defined by the subscripts a, s, *, and s. (See
SYMBOLS.) All components of boundary-induoed upwash veloc-
ity and load have already been oalmalated in the form of
parameters that are easily converted to the product WI’.

Sinm mQmsnt~.- The jet-boundary corrections to the

hinge moments of lataral-oontrol devioee are usually .
small, The correction due to the elliptical streamline .
ourvature loa& for the symmetrical loading condition has
alread~ been presentad. Anotzher small correction exists
becauso the load due to aileron deflection is greater in
the wind tunnel than in free air. Although the load due
to aileron deflection ray be as mush as 15 or 20 peroent”
greater in the wind tunnel, the correction to the hinge .
moments is very small because the. greater part of the
boundary-induced load is of the additional t

T
e (similar

to that produced by an angle-of-attack ohange , which has
only a small load over the aileron portion sf the wing.
The oorreotion IEI calculated from the average difference
between the span loading due to the lateral-control de-
vloe zn the wind tunnel and the loading In free air due “
to a given aileron deflection. Because the correction is
small, the increment of load at the aileron oenter section

will usually be sufficient for the calculation. The cor-
rection to the aileron hinge-moment coeffid.”ent is then
assumed to equal the oorraetion to the section hinge-
moment coefficient of the aileron center seotion (“Or-of.
some other typioal section).

.. . . - . . . . ..7 -------- . . . . . . . .
..-

.
.. - . . - . ... . . . . . . -
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.

where ~oh/~~n ma7 be determined experimentally or from

section data snob as referenoe 9 for plain-flap latoral-
control deviees. !l!hehinge-moment oorreotion resulting
from the aileron-load streamline curvature is usually

emall enough %0 be noglecbed.

.

MUMW!tICAJi VALUES 03’

7- BY 1O-EOOT

COERXOTIOIW

CLOSED WIITD

\

.EOR MODELS Ill .

TUN~aLS

Some numerioal values of the more important corroo-
tlonq wore computed for various reflection-plane models
mounted in 7- b~ 10-foot closed wind tunnels. Oross plots
were made to determine the variation @f the oorreotions
with each of the model parameters - A and A, for example -
and the results are presented as graphs and empirical equa-
tions that may.easily be ubed to estimate the values of the
corrections for almost any model. The computations were

made by usang the ioad ourves and the chord distributions
of referenoe 5 for oonstant-percea%age-ohord flaps extend-
ing outvar~ from the plane of symmetry and for constant-
percentage-ohord ailerons extending inward from the wing
tip. 2he values of the corrections presented should be
sufficiently acourate for models that deviate slightly
from these conditions. The corrections are given in terms
of the measured lift and the measured rolllng-moment coef-
ficients.

The corrections to the angle of attaok, the lift, the
drags and the yawing-mommt coefficients for symmetrical
loading ‘conditions are presented in figure 12 for wings
having h = 0.6 and without partial-span flaps. The corre-
sponding oorreotlons for models of any taper ratio and flap-
span ratio may be -determined by substituting the values ob-
tained from figure 12 in the following empirioal equations;

. .

.
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p.;+a[:+0.20(+fl]%w%f+~+..,,(+)] %:]
,“.

“%,~($+p,p,“[1+0.130 (ho.q “ ~““
..-

“ {“:+[’-0025@-%Y[2cLwcLf +cd}

The corrections to t~,e rolling- and the yawing-moment
coefficients for asyumetrlcal locding conditions may ‘be de-
termined from fighre 13. “The principal ourves of this flg-

bure are drawn for models having = = 7 foot and h = 0.50.
c,

Supplementary ourv~s on the se.me figure give additional
correction incroment~ that account for tho effect o.P ether
spa~s and othar taper ratios. The total correctlcna are
obtaiuod by adding tho addltioual Increments to the cor-”
rectlons obtained from the principal ourvos, as follows:

. .

P‘c . ACni
Acni = ‘~

p) ()]+ wz~.p,
cgcL .

2 ‘P=%
. .

The streamline-ourv”ature. oorreotion t.o the hinge-
mom”ent coefficients of plain or, ba~anced (overhang type of
balance). flaps and aileruns were computed, 7!hp balance
ohord is ae.eumed .to be a oonntant percentage’. of them flap .
or aileron ohord; and the flaps and. ailerons are also of
constant-percentage types. Figure 1“4 give~ values of the

parametki
JAChAa (~ /CLbaF fok..6ariou0 flap- and

ailer6n-Opan ratios and various taper ratios. The factor
“ X’ is %aken from figure 8.



Zt should be remembered that the streamline-curvature
correction to the hinge moments Ie a function of the cube
of the chord and comparatively minor variations in plan
form, such as tip shape, thus may change the correction by
iO or 15 percent for a given wing span and a given aspect
ratio; The value of the correction that is determined for
a wing with linear taper in tho following illustrative ex-
ample indicates the possible ohange in the hinge-moment
correction with plan-form details. The correction is usu-
ally fairly small, however, so changes of 10 to 15 percent
in its magnitude are not too critical.

The correction to the aileron hinge-moment coeffi-
cient caused by asymmetrical loading may be expressed
roughly as

..

~ (a in degr e
where the value of e s) Is determined ex-

aa

perimeutally (cir eetimated) for a given model. This cor-
rection is very small for models having ordinary propor-
tions.

IiILUSTEATIVE ZXAMPLE

The method of ccmputlng the jet-boundary corrections
for a reflection-plane model will be illustrated in detail
by an example. t!he method applies to any rectangular tun-
nel but, because the computations of the boundary-induced
upwash velocities (fige. 4 and 5) have been performed only
for a 7- by 10-foot closed tunnel, the “example ie for a
model in a tunnel of these dimensions.

In prcctico, however, the principal corrections for
models in 7- by 10-foot tunnels can bo more easily ob-
tained from the graphs and empirical equations just pre-
sented. In practice, also, it will seldom be worth while
to compute all the corrections, such as those to ths span
load distribution; however, for completeness, all the cor-
rection will be computed in the example. It might be
nated that it is often convenient to use a single average
correction for wing-flap combination rather than to break
the oorrectlon into two parts. The accuraoy required for
the correction will dotormine the number of these simpli-
fications that may be used.

.

. .
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,. . . ..-. .
- Tba constan%-s foa the assume”d model” (“fig. k5) that are

.-----

requlred for the computations are as follows:

Aapectratio, A.... . . . . . ...”.**.* .“6

Taper ratio, A..... . . . . . . ...”.... .0~5

Semi span, b/&’, feet . . . . ..O . . . . . ...07.0

Wing area, S, sa.uare feet . . . . . . . . . . . . 32.67

H’lap area, Gfa squaro feet . . . . . . . . . . . 1.94

Flap-span ra%i”o. 5- 0.5
b/’2 ● ● ● ● “ “0 ‘* ““ “ “6

.
Tlap-chord ratio, Cf/C . . . ● . . . . . . . . . 0.2

3’lap mean chcrd, zf # foot. ● . . . . ● . . ● ● . 0.55

Aileron area, S6, square feet . . . . . . . . . . 1.19

Location, Inboal”d aileron tip, Y
~ “ “ “ ‘= ““

().50

Locatiou, outboard ailercn tip, 0.97
$“ ● ● 9 “= ‘

Aileron-chord ratio, ca/c . . . . . . . . . . ., 0.2

Aileron mean chord, Z*, foot . . . . , . . . . . 0.40

The wing has rounded tips and is equipped with plain, unbal-
anced eealedt constant-percentage.-chord flaps and ailerons.
The modol is mounted on the center line of a 7- by lo-foot
wind tunnel.

Because the influence lines of reference 5 are used In
the calculations, the slope of the seotlon lift curves used
for reference 5 will be used in thts example. The value of
tho slope of the section lift ourvo a. ie 6.67 per radian

end of the slopo of the finite-span lift ourve al Ie 4.36
per radian.

Symmetrical Loading conditions

Computations for the symmetrloal loading condition
may be made in the following steps~

.
1. Valuee of (w/r)w for the horeeshoe vortex nepre-

.—
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senting the wing are obtained from table II by assuming an
.effeotivo vortex semi span yz of 6.0 feet. The recommend-

ed ~a~ug of YI would be 0.88 b/2, oro6.16 feet, but the
nearest $-foot value is selected in order to use the numer-

ical values of the upwash velocities fron the table with-
out interpolation. The upwash angle at each station for
unit lift coefficient is obtained from equation (1) where

The uprash angle is plotted in figure 16.

2. Valuee of (w/I’)f for the horseehoe v~rtex repre-

senting the flmps are obtained from table II for a value of
Y= of 4.5 feet, which corresponds approximately to the

recoz.~en~ed ratio bfe/bf = 1;29. The upwash angle is -

and the numerical values are plotted in figure 16.

3. The free-a,ir span loading of this wing, as obtained
from reference 6, is plotted in figu~e 17. The increment of
load due to the jet boundaries is calculated from the upwash-
angle valuoe determlnet! in step 1 and the influence lines
of reference 5 and is plotted in figure 18. The area under
the curve of figure 18 is 0.583, which corresponds to a -
(AcL/cL)w of 0.583/7 Or 0.0833. The increments of jet-

boundary-induced load are multiplied by 1/(1-0.0833) or
1.091 and are added to the free-air load and plotted in
figure 17.c The tunnel loading corresponding to unit lift
coefficient Is obtained by multiplying the ordinates of

the total-load curve by the area ratio 7.0

7.0+0.583X1.091 “
A comparison of the final tunnel load curve with the free-
alr load curve aud the span-load data of reference 6 shows
that the tunnel loading corresponds to a taper ratio of
about 0.45.
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.-. . . ... .,L~. m . ~he-~amg procedure appl-ied to the span-load curve
for the flaps, as obtained from raference 5, 1s illustrated
In flguree 18 and 19.

[(~
~+

5. The values. of —
ax ~

required to compute the

corrections due to streamline curvature are taken from
table I. The summation product

for the wing corresponds to a one-step approxfnatlon to the
load curve as shown in figure 20. The value of -

A (s:l ‘or ‘~= ‘ ‘B 101”. ‘he ‘esu”s ‘f ‘he cal- ~
w

culatio~ of the desired product

,* r, (T%) .

11

~=~
T-ax a z [V?] ‘(%). ~

w Y1w w
are given In figura 21.

2A

[1

)a (*
6. The product ~ a x a for the flap is

fc
found flimilarly. The two-step approximation to the load
curve ie shown in figure 20 and the numerical values of the
final product are gi~en in figure 21.

7a. The correction to the angle of attaok due to the
effect of the set boundaries on the wing alone Is the sum
of the corrections obtained from equations (3) and (5) . .
The value of (ACL/CL)w In equation (3) Ie 0.0833 aO found

in step 3. Thus, from equation (3),
. .

0.0833 x 57.3 .“ .- - - - ‘- .
A% = ~.~- CLW = 1.090 CLW

The factor 0.50 - u of equation (5) may be assumed to

be equal to 0.25 for ;he wing alone and -

t .,
b -— -- —
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,Jb’2$[-jw..d, = 0.24, -

from a mechanical integration of the ourve in figure 21.
(The mcment of the area about the plane of symmetry is
found at this tlme”to be 0.580 and will be used in step
14.) Thus

57.3 X 0.25 cL.
(Act ) =— ~ 0.248 u 0.264 CLW

S.c. ~ 14

Ths alternate nethed of obtatning the angle-of- m
.attacPlorrecticn is given in equation (4). E’igure 22

()gives values-of ~ o for t)ie wing. The.area under the
vc~

curve is equal to 0.307, which gives a oorrectlon equal to
.

5’?.3 CJJW
Aaw = -

x 2 x 0.307
= 1,078 CLw

S2.57

The value Of (AusO~o ~w will, of course, be the same

as foun~ In step 7a.

8. The total angle-of-attack correction due tO the
wing alono is, from step 7a,

AuT: = 1.090 CLW + o.254 CLw = 1.344 cLw

or, from step 7b,

A% = 1.078 “CLw + 0.254 CLW = 1933,2 CLW

The correction to the angle of attack due to the
flap ;~ading Is found, from equation (3), to be

Aaf = 1.200 cLf

or, from equation (4),

Aq = 1.190 CLf

The effect of streamline curvature is not considered because

the factor 0.50 - ~ ~ O for the fla~ped wing. “

10. The total oorreotlon to the angle of at$aok is
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the sum “of the wing and flap’ utrreet109@, from equa~ioas
(3) an41 (5),

. . . .

%otal =.Aav + @f = 1.34 o~w + 1.20 o~f “
Cn
UJ

F! “ ‘r’ ‘qom”aquationg ‘4) and(6)
&tOt*l ‘,l;3a o~w + 1039 ‘Lf

.. .

11. The corre&tton to the lift of the wing is given
In equatlen (V) am

.

12. The aerreotion to the lift of the flap 3EI oom-
puted from equation (6) as

(AOL
?Jf = - %% .

(0.267) = -0.0209 c~f

13. The total lift eorre,otlon is ,
. .

(AOL ) = -0.0194 OLW - .0.0209 OLf. .
‘“c” tot&ll

14. The moments of area detormlned In steps 7 and 12
will be used in the determination of the spanwlee center of
pressure of the lift correction load. f~om equation (9),
whiah gives a value of ~e,c. ~ 2.36 feet for the wing

Oorreotion and YSOOO = 2.Z6 feet for the flap correc?tlon.
These values are requlr~d for tha aomp~tati~~ of the “Gor-
rootion to the pitehlng-moment coeff$qlept.

. .
15. The oerr”eotion to-the meqsur~~ p~t;hirio moment .

?)due to the wing alome is obtained from equation 8 where.
the ahord e at the lateral aenter of pressure determined”
in tatep 14 Is 2.64 feet. Bseause”the ~itching=moment ooef-
fieiente for thzs node% are”g$ven about” the 0.26e lime and

“ in terms of the mean ohord, ~ = 2.64/4 and Zv = S/b

= 2.333. The aerreot~en- ae o~t~lne~ f.r,omequation (8) i? “
. . .!.

. . .

r

.

- 0.0071 o~w

I .—.-. .
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16. .Zlm eorremtion to .the.fltip pltohing moment 18
found by the same method to he

.(Aun
S.o.)f = ~70077 cLf

IJ7. The total pitching-moment-ooeffloient oorreotion
ie

ACm
B*C. = 0.0071 CLW + 0.0077 cLf

.
..

18. The induced-drag~coeffioient correction Is deter-
mined from equations (11) and (12) and the integrals of the
various products ef botindary-induced upwa~h and load param-
eter are ob$alne~ in steps 1 to 4 and br”e Plotted in fig-
ure 23. Thus ,

AoDi =;
[
0.132 CLW= +0.169 CLf = +(0,145+0.144) CLwCLf 1.

a +0;0413 CL#Lfa +0,M41 cLf= 0.0189 CLW

19. The indubed-yawin -moment-coeffiolent correction,
obtained from equations ’(12! and (13) and the moment inte-
grale of f%gure 23, is

[
*“ 0.340 c~w

.

ACnl = - ‘+0.306 CLfa+(O. 286+0.330)’ CLwCLf 1
=-0.0017 CLW=-0.0016 CLfa-0.0031 CLwCLf

20. The correotlon to the flap and aileron.h3nge- “.
moment coefficients due to streamline ourvature is given
in equation (17). The value of Y from figure 8 1s 0.036,
Meohanioal integration of the curves of figm’e 24 gives
for the oorreotions to the flap hinge-moment coeffloie,nt

..

fichf = 5.67 X 14 X 0,036
(0.502 CLW +.8.602 CLf)

8W X 6 X 1.94 X 0,55
. .
or

AChf = 00.089” CLW + 0.0107 CLf - “

The value of the correction determined from figure 14 ie
somewhat smaller (AOhf =?0.0083 .C~) , ,beaause the ohords

. ‘.

I
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(YI
m

:

near the root eeaticbn~ are smaller ?or the wings of refer-
eaoe 5 than for wings with linear taper. The oorr~otion

to the aileron hinge--moment coefficient is

bcha = ~
5.67 x 14 X 0.036 (0.127 CLw + 0.115 o@
T’IX 6 X 1.19 X 0,40

ACha = 0.C051 iLw + 0;0046 cLf

Asymm~trical Loading Conditions

21. The free-air epi=.n local distribution due to the
deflection of one aileron 1s obtained from reference 5

.:

in terms of cog/c~a and is plotted in figure 25(a). The

loading in terms of the param~ter ccZA/bCZo is obtained

by so adjusting the ordfln;tes of the curve of figure 25(a)
that the momant of area n30ut the mlane of symzetry 16
equal to 4.0 (%/2)2. The conv~:sion may be made graphi- -
tally or by means of eqnatioa (18) where c#/b r= 1.37

from figure G a~d, from fiaure 16 of reference 5, the value
of C~8Tk is the-difforen;e bot.ween tha values at

Y—= 9.97
b/2

End at Y—= C.5, that is,
b/’2

C16/k = 0.73 - C.25 = 0.48

and

c@ = 0.5

Therefore

cgJk = 0.24

ccl ccl
—= 5.70—
c~a c~a

load is plotted in figure 25(b).The new curve of free-atr
The refleotlon l~ad is added to tLe froa-atr load to give
the reflection-loading curve of figure 2E(b). The jet-
boundary-induced upwash angle “Is obtained from equation
(2) for the three-step approxlmhtion to the load curve (as
~nd~cated In fig: 25(b)). 2he numerical values of

1 w J
1

V(czc + 2AG!7
are plotted in figure 26. The corre- -

spending Inorement q.f load at eaoh spanwlse station is ob-

IL .—..— —
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tained from the influenoe lines of refeaence “5 and is pre-
sentsd in flgwe 2?. l!he inorement prssented in figure
27 must be dlTided ’by

Ac ~
1- —-. ---

1+

where ACZ is obtained from
of the curve of figure 27 as

~cz = 10.73.—.. -
(14)3

2t3Gzr

c~o

equation (21) and the moment

= 0.0547

MCI
and 1+ cl= Ie equal to 1.084 from ?Igure 9. The cor-

reoted increments are a?.ded to ths reflection-load curves
of figure 25(%) to give the tunnel-load curve (fig. 25(c))
at the same aileron angle ag the curve for the free-air
loed. The ordinatos are again adjusted to give a moment
of 4.0 (b/2)”, which corresponds to unit rolling-moment
coefficient. The resulting correoted tunnel-load curve .“
Is presented in figure 2F(c).

22a. The corrected rolling-moment coefficient is ob-
tained from equation (20) whore

2ACZ=
1 + “––—Cbc = 1.084

and, from step 21,

Aci = 0.0547

r

1
cl 1 0.05477

c~c = - r6T4–J

1.084 -
= 0.576 CZ

.

.

22b. The alternate method of determining the correct-
ed rolling-moment coefficient IS to use equation (19) to

..

[ 1
t

calculnte Ac~m wThe product ———— c Is plot-
V{CIO + 2ACzr)

—
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ted in figure 28 and the area moment is found ~F mechan-
ical integr”att-o”n“to be 5.848. I’igure 10 gives J = 1.93.
Therefore,

ACI = (6)a X 5.67 X 5.848 = 0.0547
(14)3 X (6 + 1.93)

whi’oh Is the same, in thie case, as the value calculated
In step 21. The agreement usually will be olose but not
neoesearily exact.

Tho oorroction to tha yawing-momqnt ooeff~ci.ent
due t~3~ileron defleotlon is obtained from equation (22). .
Tor this model the value Of (%i)l, duo to the absent

wing, ie found fro.n figure 11 to be -0.0104 c@L. Step

22a gave Cgc = 0.876 Cl.. Thue i (ACni) = -0.0090 ClCL.
1

By considering the aileron-wing combinati~~ and uslrig
F

(W/VCL)w from figure 16, .
1

w I

1
froh figure

Vlclc + 2Aclr!

26, tunnel (OCIA/bCL)w “ from figure 17, and tunnel

cclA:bcgo from figure 25(c), equatlcn (13) gives

The aileron-flap combinations are determikod similarly.

Tho products of the various upwash and loading parame-
ters are plotted In.flgul”d 29 and mechanical moment inte-
grations give

(%), 2.442

‘- ba(l+-):wcz’-
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(tic ) = - 2.925
%)

- cLwc~
3. t)a

() 1.680 “Acni = - —–

(

cLfc 1
4 2Aczr]

b= l+’—
%C )

()Acni =
2.517

- - CLfCl
5 b“

.
tic ~

When it is known thet b = 24 feet and 1 +~== 1.084
10

thp total correction to the yawing-moment coefficient as
obtained from equation !22) I.s

ACnt = -0.009 CLC~ - 0.02~ CLWC1 - 0.G21 CLfCl

The second couponeut of the aileron hinge-moment
corro~~~on is obtained approximattily fyom equation (23),
with the use of figures 27 and 25(b). The total increment
of load at tho aileron c~nter ~octicn ie

[ Cc’A—l’ ““‘ (*) = 0-45+ 0025= 00’0A b(fi!gc+ 2~c@_ .

From referonco 9

ach

“~ = -0.?65 cf/c

Thereforo, tho co~rectlon is

14 clAChZ-— (-0.265) (0.2) (0.70) = 0.04 c~
2.0 X 6.0

CONCLUDING 3J3MAZliiS

Tho method for determining tho jet-boundary corrections
for reflection-plane models in rectangular wind tunnels was
presented in Borne detail in order to make the method as
routine as posslblo. The method includes the determination... .- . . . *

. .
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ef the tunnel Epan load distribution” and the de~lvat$on of
equations giving the corrections to the angle of attack:
the lift and drag coefficients, and the pitching-, 2011-

ing--, yawing-, and hinge-moment coefficients. The princi-
pal effects of aerodynamic Znduotion and the ourvature Of
the streamlines have been considered.

Numerical values- of the mere $mportanb corrections
were calculat~d for a eeriee of representative modele mount-
ed in 7- by 10-foot cloes”d reotanguiar wind tunfiels. In
order to simplify the calculation of corrections for mod916
of unusual size in 7- by 10-foot closed wind tunnels, ta-
bles of the numerical values of the jet-boundary-induced
upwash were presented. ●

Langley i;emorial Asronauticai Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautic,

Laa~ley 11’ield,“In. .

.
.
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CD
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GLOS12D REGT~NGUJjAR WJ1?D TUNNELS
-—— ———. —..—.—

..

..“ ---------

0.5 1.5 3.0
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o
2
4
6
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.—
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——.
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--- ..-q
........-
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.——
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at x=O
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.-+---“ -------~ .00096
------ - --------- .00036

—

0.03787
,03613
.02923

---..”.-
=-fi----

-— 1
0.03821 0.00588
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-.-p..-- .00334 .
--------- ,00230
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).01715
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.0011
.0016
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NACA Fig, 3
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